The Pueblo Revolt and its aftermath (AD 1680-1696) was a crucial period in the history of the American Southwest. Previous studies of this era have focused primarily on the causes of the Revolt, often casting it as an isolated and anomalous event. This article takes a different approach, investigating the effects of the Revolt era on Pueblo cultures and communities in the years, decades, and centuries that followed the uprising of 1680. Recent archaeological research on ancestral Keres and Jemez villages in the northern Rio Grande reveals evidence for cultural revitalization and ethnogenesis in the wake of the Revolt. The long-term implications of Revolt-era diaspora and migration are also reviewed, as well as the role of memory and oral traditions of this tumultuous period in the formation of modern Pueblo cultures and communities.
The Pueblo Revolt era (A.D. 1680-1696) has fascinated scholars of the American Southwest for more than a century. The events of the Revolt and Spanish reconquest have been studied by Borderlands historians (Bancroft 1889; John 1975; Sando 1979; Jones 1989; Gutiérrez 1991; Riley 1999; Weber 1999a) as well as anthropologists (Bandelier 1892; Spicer 1962; Dozier 1970), and have been the subject of many books aimed at popular audiences (Silverberg 1970; Folsom 1973; Baldwin 1995; Roberts 2004, Sando and Agoyo 2005). Much of this literature has focused on the causes of the Pueblo Revolt (Weber 1999b:8), debating the role of economics versus religion (Bowden 1975), the identities of its leaders (Chavez 1967; Beninato 1990), and the impacts of short-versus long-term factors on the timing of the Revolt (Garner 1974; Knaut 1995). Far less attention has been paid to the changes that occurred in the Pueblo world between 1680 and 1696, or to the enduring effects of these years on the formation of modern Pueblo cultures and communities.

With few exceptions, previous historical studies of the Pueblo Revolt era have been based upon the same body of documentary evidence, consisting of Spanish military journals (Hackett and Shelby 1942; Kessell and Hendricks 1992; Kessell et al. 1995, 1998) and Franciscan ecclesiastical correspondence (Hackett 1937; Espinosa 1988). This dependence upon the textual record has resulted in histories of the Pueblo Revolt as seen through Spanish eyes, in which Pueblo perspectives are included only via European interlocutors and translators (Weber 1999b:9). Yet there are significant and obvious biases in these documents, as the Spanish authors attempted to rationalize their defeat and justify the reconquest of the region. Primary texts tend to represent the Revolt as an
anomalous event and deny the long history of Pueblo resistance to Spanish economic oppression and religious persecution.

Furthermore, the textual record contains very little information regarding the changes in Pueblo cultural and social formations that occurred between 1680 and 1692. The Spaniards were in exile during these years, making only a few short and poorly documented forays into the northern Rio Grande region, while the indigenous population did not record their histories in writing. As a result, historical studies have focused on the “bookends” of the Revolt era, jumping from the events of 1680-81 to Vargas’s ritual repossession in 1692 with the turn of a single page, leaving the intervening years of Pueblo independence largely unexamined. As a result, many historical studies have depicted the Revolt as a temporary setback in the expansion of the Spanish empire (Bolton 1916; Bowden 1975; Garner 1974; but see Knaut 1995). From an anthropological perspective, however, the social practices of Pueblo peoples during these years are crucial for understanding the long-term effects of the Revolt era on the development of modern Pueblo cultures.

In recent years, archaeological research into the Pueblo Revolt era has begun to redress these deficiencies (Ferguson 1996; Snead and Preucel 1999; Preucel 2000a, 2000b, 2002a; Wilcox 2001; Preucel et. al. 2002; Liebmann et al. 2005; Liebmann 2006). The archaeological record provides a valuable source of data regarding the Revolt era that is independent of Spanish chronicles, allowing a glimpse into the lives of the Pueblo peoples through the material culture they created. This recent research has documented some of the many changes that took place in the Pueblo world in the wake of the Revolt, including migrations, shifts in settlement patterns, new forms of architecture and spatial
organization, and transformations in ceramic production and trade. These changes had significant and enduring effects on the constitution of Pueblo cultures and communities, many of which reverberate down to the present day.

In order to examine the impacts of this crucial period further, we draw upon our recent archaeological research on ancestral Keres and Jemez Revolt-era villages in the northern Rio Grande. Between 1996 and 2004, we performed collaborative research with the Pueblo de Cochiti (Preucel) and the Pueblo of Jemez (Liebmann), investigating six mesa-top villages constructed and occupied between 1680 and 1696: Kotyiti (LA 295), Kotyiti East (LA 84), Patokwa (LA 96), Boletsakwa (LA 136), Astialakwa (LA 1825), and Cerro Colorado (LA 2048) (Figure 1). The results of our investigations form the core of the interpretations presented below.

CULTURAL REVITALIZATION

The Pueblo Revolt era was more than just a series of battles between Europeans and Native Americans. It was part of a larger movement to purge the Pueblo world of foreign influence and return to traditional, pre-Hispanic ways of life (Wilcox 1981; Ortiz 1994; Reff 1995; Preucel 2000a; Liebmann 2006). In 1681, Pueblo witnesses identified a Tewa man from San Juan Pueblo named Po’pay as the primary organizer of the rebellion (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 2:233-253). They stated that Po’pay had toured the Pueblos after the Revolt, preaching a message of nativism (the elimination of foreign influence) and revivalism (the introduction of cultural practices thought to have been characteristic of previous generations but not recently present in a social group). He reportedly ordered the Pueblos to: “instantly break up and burn the images of the holy Christ, the Virgin
Mary and the other saints, the crosses, and everything pertaining to Christianity . . . burn the temples, break up the bells, and separate from the wives whom God had given them in marriage and take those whom they desired” (Hackett and Shelby 1942:247).

Many of the Pueblos heeded Po’pay’s nativistic call. Churches were sacked and destroyed in the pueblos of Taos, Picuris, San Juan, Santa Clara, San Felipe, Sandia, Isleta, Senecú, Socorro, Alamillo, Sevilleta, Alameda (Hackett and Shelby 1942), Pecos (Hayes 1974), and among the Zuni (Smith et al. 1966) and Hopi pueblos (Montgomery et al. 1949). At Sandia the people symbolically crippled the friars by hacking the arms off a statue of St. Francis with an axe, and whipped a crucifix with such ferocity that all the paint and varnish was removed (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 1:177-178). The people of Senecú scalped a figure of the crucified Christ and felled a large cross that stood in the main plaza, dumping it unceremoniously in the cemetery—powerful signs that indeed, as Po’pay proclaimed: “Now the God of the Spaniards, who was their father, is dead” (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 2:203-204, 239).

Archaeological evidence from the northern Rio Grande suggests that many Pueblos observed the call for revivalism in the wake of the Revolt as well, attempting to “return to the state of their antiquity . . . living thus in accordance with the laws of their ancestors” (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 2:248). Architecture appears to have been used as a material expression of this return to ostensibly traditional prehispanic ways of life. Po’pay reportedly implicated the construction of new architecture specifically in his revivalist discourse: “He saw to it that they at once erected and rebuilt their houses of idolatry which they call estufas . . . and that they could erect their houses and enjoy abundant health and leisure” (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 2:248). Between 1680 and 1685,
Keres and Jemez people vacated their mission pueblos at Cochiti, Santo Domingo, and Jemez (Walatowa) and built the new villages of Patokwa, Kotyiti, and Boletsakwa on the surrounding mesas. Documentary evidence suggests that Patokwa and Kotyiti were constructed in 1681 (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 2:236, 306, 360; Kessell et al. 1995:203), and tree-ring data confirms that construction took place at Boletsakwa between 1680 and 1683 (Elliott 2002:54), and at Kotyiti between 1680 and 1685 (Preucel 1998:32). The layout of these three pueblos is remarkably similar (Figure 2). All display corresponding patterns of spatial organization, with two plazas bisected by a central roomblock. There are two kivas at Kotyiti, and probably two at Patokwa and Boletsakwa as well.¹

We think that the correspondence in spatial organization shared among these three pueblos is not a coincidence, but can be attributed to the ideology of revivalism employed by the Pueblos in the wake of the Revolt. The compact, dual-plaza form of Kotyiti, Patokwa, and Boletsakwa was a departure from the dispersed, scattered layouts of the mission villages inhabited immediately prior to the Revolt (Kessell et al. 1995:203; Liebmann 2006). Architectural data (including patterns of wall bonding and abutment) demonstrates that these villages were highly planned, with coordinated construction events that were organized on the communal level (Preucel 1998; Liebmann et al. 2005; see Cameron 1999:207). But what does this dual-plaza form have to do with revivalism, if anything?

It may be that the dual-plaza plan represents an idealized form of what the builders of these pueblos considered to be an archetypal “traditional” prehispanic village. Preucel has suggested that the layout of Kotyiti likely embodies fundamental cosmological principles of the Keres worldview (Snead and Preucel 1999). If this is the
case, its very architectural form would have reminded Pueblo peoples of their enduring connections to the prehispanic world and affirmed their renewed commitment to a traditional way of life. The dual-plaza plan may even have been equated with White House, the primordial village of mythological time where people lived after emerging from Shipap (White 1932). The replication of this iconic form at Kotyiti, Patokwa, and Boletsakwa suggests that the inhabitants of these pueblos shared a common ideological template, even if the specific meanings may have varied locally. We think that this formal correspondence is evidence of a discourse that emphasized social balance and harmony as a means of reordering their world, which had been thrown into chaos during eight decades of Spanish colonialism.

The restoration of balance was accomplished through the construction of these dual-plaza pueblos, which we believe reflects the dualistic pattern of social organization emphasized in these communities following the Pueblo Revolt. Previous investigations of ancestral Puebloan architecture have used patterns of duality to argue for moiety divisions (Hill 1970:36; Vivian 1970:80-82; Rohn 1971:39-40; Clemen 1976:127-128; Fritz 1978; Lowell 1996:77; Fowles 2005), and we adopt the same argument here. In historical Rio Grande pueblos, the influence of moietal social organization on architecture and settlement is well documented, with dwellings arranged around two plazas (Parsons 1929:91; White 1962:183; Dozier 1970:155), or in two groups, one for each moiety (Fox 1967:12, 14; Brown 1979:273; Jorgensen 1980:191-92, 239; Fowles 2005:28-29). As Lowell (1996:82) notes, communities utilizing a dual system of social organization require physical space in which the two groups (or their representatives) can perform their respective activities. If moieties were important organizational subsystems
in the Revolt era, we would expect them to influence the architecture constructed during this period, manifested in some type of binary spatial organization (Hill 1970:36). Thus the dual-plaza layout of Kotyiti, Patokwa, and Boletsakwa suggests that a dual division was present in these communities following the Revolt. By analogy to modern Keres and Jemez pueblos, these two plazas likely index a moietal social organization divided into the Turquoise and Pumpkin groups.

The emphasis on moietal social organization in the Revolt-era pueblos seems to have been linked to Po’pay’s call for revivalism. Dualism has been identified as a fundamental organizing concept of Rio Grande Pueblo culture, and is related to the maintenance of balance in the ritual and cosmological realms (Ortiz 1969). Moietal divisions structured settlement in at least some Pueblos prior to Spanish colonization (Ortiz 1979:281; Riley 1999:75). This balance was upset by Franciscan missionaries, who actively participated in the disruption of Pueblo ritual life in the seventeenth century (Spicer 1962:160-161; Kessell 1979:110; Gutiérrez 1991:72; Riley 1995:261), with the suppression of Pueblo religion becoming particularly intense in the twenty years preceding the Revolt (Riley 1999:157). Thus we interpret the strong emphasis on duality in the post-Revolt pueblos as an attempt to restore balance, to return to traditional forms of Pueblo social organization that were disrupted by Spanish colonization.

Ceramics played a role in Revolt-era cultural revitalization as well. Capone and Preucel (2002) have argued that Kotyiti women revived traditional motifs on their glazeware ceramics. The best example of this is the double-headed key motif (Figure 3). This motif has considerable antiquity in the Rio Grande glazeware sequence, originating during Glaze B times (A.D. 1400-1450). However, Kidder (1936:227) notes that
although present, the double-headed key is relatively rare in Glaze E (A.D. 1515-1625) ceramics. During the Revolt period, the double-headed key motif was revived, and had an extremely broad regional distribution. At Kotyiti, more than a third (36%) of all identified ceramic designs can be classified as a variant of the key motif, and the most common form is the double-headed key (Capone and Preucel 2002:107-108).

Significantly, this design is also present in the ceramic assemblages of Patokwa, Astialakwa, Boletsakwa, and Cerro Colorado. Additionally, this motif is present on contemporaneous wares outside the Jemez and Keres districts as well, and has been identified in the Revolt-era ceramics of the Hopi (Frank and Harlow 1974:Pl X) and Zuni districts (Smith et. al. 1966:Figs 75, 78, 79; Harlow 1973:Pl 32e).

**ETHNOGENESIS**

One of the most significant results of the Pueblo Revolt was the creation of new social identities that blurred the traditional linguistic-ethnic boundaries that defined Pueblo village clusters during the first eight decades of Spanish colonization (Ford et. al. 1972; Wilcox 1981). This process, commonly labeled *ethnogenesis*, has been defined as “not merely a label for the historical emergence of culturally distinct peoples but a concept encompassing peoples’ simultaneously cultural and political struggles to create enduring identities in general contexts of radical change and discontinuity” (Hill 1996:1). Ethnogenesis is a creative adaptation that is particularly common among indigenous groups that have been drastically impacted by colonial institutions and agendas (Roosens 1989).
In colonial New Mexico, the Spaniards deployed ethnic categories in the context of legitimizing their political and economic system. The ascription of a “Pueblo” ethnicity to linguistically and culturally diverse peoples allowed asymmetric social and economic relations between the indigenous and colonial populations to appear both natural and broadly applicable (Wilcox 2001; Preucel et al. 2002). What is distinctive about the Pueblo Revolt is that Po’pay appropriated this Spanish category in order to mobilize disparate villages against their colonizers. Thus the ethnic category of Pueblo-ness was turned on its head to forge political unity and permit collective resistance in 1680.

The breakdown of traditional social boundaries and adoption of new identities during the Revolt era is clearly illustrated in the ceramics of the Jemez region. From 1350-1680, sites along the upper Jemez River and its drainages exhibited ceramic assemblages dominated by a distinctive matte-painted pottery type known as Jemez Black-on-white (Reiter 1938; Lambert 1981; Elliott 1982, 1986, 1991). The distribution of these sites is limited, and widely assumed to correspond to the distribution of Towa-speaking peoples west of the Rio Grande (Mera 1940; Ford et al. 1972; Elliott 1982, 1986), who identified themselves to early Spanish explorers as ethnically Hemes (Hammond and Rey 1940:244). In addition to high percentages of Jemez Black-on-white (averaging around 43% of pre-Revolt assemblages), these sites also exhibit low proportions of tradewares (around 3%), suggesting that the Jemez did not participate in substantial ceramic exchange with non-Jemez pueblos during the three centuries leading up to the Revolt (Reiter 1938; Lambert 1981; Elliott 1991). After 1680, however, the production of Jemez Black-on-white decreased significantly (Figure 4), dropping to just
5.6 percent of the total assemblage at the Jemez Revolt-period sites of Astialakwa and Patokwa. Furthermore, the Jemez engaged in significantly more trade with their non-Towa neighbors following the Revolt than they did prior to 1680 (Liebmann 2006).

This reduction in the manufacture of Jemez Black-on-white is particularly surprising considering the aforementioned resumption of older pottery styles noted at Kotyiti. But rather than a return to traditional ceramic types, Jemez potters adopted new, regionally shared styles during the Revolt era, blurring the long-established boundaries between them and their Keres neighbors (Liebmann 2006). Analyses of ceramics from other sub-regions of the Pueblo world reveal further evidence for the creation of identities that cut across traditional linguistic-ethnic lines in the wake of the Revolt. Barbara Mills cites the adoption of matte-paint polychromes at Acoma and Zuni, as well as the use of feather motifs on post-Revolt ceramics across the Pueblo world as “evidence for a region-wide stylistic horizon . . . and suggests a unity that cross-cuts language groups and other important social differences among the Pueblos” (Mills 2002:95).

Coterminous with this decline of Jemez Black-on-white is an increase in tradewares at Patokwa and Astialakwa. The Rio Grande glazewares offer a striking illustration of this surge in trade. Glazewares were not locally produced within the Jemez Province prior to the Revolt, when they comprised approximately 2.8 percent of Jemez ceramic assemblages (Reiter 1938:103, 108; Shepard 1938:205; Elliott 1991:80). After the Revolt, however, the proportion of glazewares rose to 13 percent of the total Jemez assemblage (Liebmann 2006). A similar pattern occurs with regard to Tewa ceramics. Stylistic studies of Jemez and Tewa wares support the notion that there was little interaction between these regions before 1680 (Futrell 1998; Graves and Eckert 1998;
Prior to the Revolt, Tewa wares comprised 0.1 percent of documented Jemez assemblages (Reiter 1938:189-192; Elliott 1991:80); but at the Revolt-era pueblos, 5.8 percent of the ceramics hail from the Tewa region. The increase in Tewa wares at Patokwa and Astialakwa provides evidence for new ties between the Jemez and the Tewa peoples forged in the wake of the Revolt. In fact, interaction between these two regions was stronger in the sixteen years following the Revolt than they had been for three centuries prior to 1680.

Historians have commonly concluded that the pan-Pueblo unity that coalesced in 1680 was short-lived, citing later reports that Po’pay was quickly deposed and that the “Keres, Jemez, Taos, and Pecos were at war with the Tano, Tewa, and Picuris” during the mid-1680s (Sanchez 1983:133; see also Kessell and Hendricks 1992:26). But the comparatively high proportion of Tewa ceramics at the Jemez Revolt-period sites suggests that the new relationships formed between the Tewa and the Jemez endured for much, if not all of the Revolt era, and calls into question the notion that these groups were at war between 1680 and 1696. Furthermore, the archaeological evidence suggests that while some of the Keres did not engage in direct trade with the Tewa during this period, others did. At the Zia-Santa Ana Revolt period site of Cerro Colorado (constructed and occupied between 1689 and 1694), Tewa wares comprised just 0.1 percent of the total ceramic assemblage (Liebmann 2006). Conversely, there is a high percentage of Tewa wares at Kotyiti (Capone and Preucel 2002), and petrographic analysis indicates that some of these may have been locally manufactured—meaning that Tewa potters were probably living side-by-side with the Keres from Cochiti during the period of Pueblo Independence (Preucel in press). Thus the archaeological record
provides a more refined picture of inter-pueblo relations during the Revolt era than that derived from documentary accounts alone. New relationships were established among many Pueblos in the wake of the Revolt that crossed traditional linguistic-ethnic lines, as exemplified by the increased trade among the Jemez, Tewa, and Keres of Kotyiti, which was likely related to the emergence of new, pan-Pueblo identities that occurred after 1680. If any of the Keres were at war with the Tewa it was probably the Zia and Santa Ana people of Cerro Colorado, who, along with San Felipe, later allied themselves with the reconquering Spaniards in the 1690s.

**DIASPORA AND RETURN MIGRATION**

The new identities that emerged during the Revolt era were largely the result of the intermixing of previously discrete Pueblo groups. The years following the Pueblo Revolt witnessed one of the greatest episodes of migration and reorganization in the recorded history of the Southwest (Herr and Clark 1997). Whole communities vacated their mission pueblos and established new villages in defensive positions on high mesas (Liebmann et al. 2005). Schroeder (1972) identifies these villages as refugee communities and considers them a new form of settlement since they were composed of peoples from several different home-villages. Spanish documents indicate that the population of Kotyiti was comprised of people from Cochiti, San Felipe, and San Marcos (Kessell and Hendricks 1992:515); Boletsakwa was inhabited by people from Jemez and Santo Domingo (Kessell et al. 1995: 416, 445); and Cerro Colorado housed people from Zia, Santa Ana, and Santo Domingo (Kessell and Hendricks 1992: 431, 518-520; Kessell et al. 1995:113). While Patokwa was inhabited primarily by the Towa-speaking Jemez,
“Apaches” (likely Navajos) and Santo Domingo people were reportedly lodged there in 1692 as well (Kessell and Hendricks 1992:521-522), although this may have been a temporary arrangement.

In addition to the wholesale migration of individual pueblos, smaller groups, such as families and clans, left their traditional homes to journey to remote regions and take up residence with their Apache, Navajo, and Pueblo allies. Some of these groups returned to their mission villages after Diego de Vargas’s reconquest campaigns. Others returned in the eighteenth century, and still others never returned at all. The results of this diaspora are expressed in the social composition of contemporary pueblos and thus played a major role in the constitution of the modern Pueblo world.

Many of the Pueblo communities familiar to us today were founded in the aftermath of the Pueblo Revolt. At Hopi, the village of Hano was settled by Tewa refugees from the Rio Grande (Dozier 1966), and the villages of Walpi, Shungopovi, and Mishongovi moved from springs on or near the valley floor to the mesa tops on First and Second Mesas where they remain today (Brew 1979:522), while Shipaulovi was established on Second Mesa (Spicer 1962:192). In the Zuni region, the villages of Hawikuh, Kechiba:wa, Kyaki:ma, Matsaki, and Halona:wa were all inhabited prior to the Revolt. After 1680, they coalesced at the mesa of Dowa Yalanne, where they constructed a single new village (Ferguson 1996). Following the reconquest, the Zuni people vacated this village and together moved back down to reoccupy Halona:wa (modern Zuni Pueblo) as a single community. This involved a major reorganization of Zuni society in order to accommodate the unification of clans, medicine societies, and priesthoods (Ferguson 1996:30). Similarly, Laguna Pueblo appears to have been founded sometime between
1680 and 1692. According to Ellis approximately 100 refugees from Cochiti, Cieneguilla, Santo Domingo, and Jemez fled to Acoma during the Revolt period. By 1697 some had continued on to Zuni, but the remainder left and founded Laguna near a beaver dam on the San Jose River (Ellis 1979:438). Three villages were established by Pueblo people who accompanied the Spaniards south during their retreat to El Paso del Norte between 1680 and 1682: Socorro del Sur, Senecu del Sur, and Ysleta del Sur (Hackett and Shelby 1942, Spicer 1962), the last of which persists today as the home of the modern Tigua tribe (Houser 1979).

Entire regions were largely depopulated during this period as well. This was most pronounced in the Piro district. The people of Socorro who did not join the Spaniards took refuge at Isleta, Cieneguilla, and Acoma (Hackett and Shelby 1942:203-7). In the Galisteo district the Tano villages of San Marcos, Galisteo, San Lazaro, and San Cristobal were all left vacant (Nelson 1916). The people from Galisteo Pueblo moved first to Santa Fe, then proceeded to the Española valley, and finally to Hopi where they established Hano (Tewa Village) on First Mesa in 1700 (Dozier 1966). The Picuris people moved out onto the plains of modern-day Kansas where they reoccupied the village known as Cuartelejo (Witty 1983).

It was not only new Pueblo communities that formed out this tumultuous era; the origins of the Navajo Jemez Clan (Ma’ii Deeshgiizhnii, “Coyote Pass People”) have been traced to the Revolt period as well (Brugge 2002:9). A small number of Pueblo refugees probably lived with the Navajo at Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298), a Navajo pueblito with tree-ring dates of 1694 (Towner and Dean 1992). Towner (2003:206) suggests that refugees from the battle at Astialakwa may have begun construction at Tapacito within a few
weeks of the battle, which occurred on July 24, 1694 (Kessell et al. 1998:324-328). Spanish military journals of the early eighteenth century also document the presence of Jemez people living with the Navajo in this area in 1705 (Hendricks and Wilson 1996).

Many of these migrations were short-lived. The Spaniards went to considerable efforts to persuade people to return to their mission village homes from where they could be more easily administered (Herr and Clark 1997). The Picuris who had fled to Cuartelejo were reestablished at their home pueblo in 1707 (Witty 1983). Similarly the Sandia people who had left the Rio Grande and built the village of Payupki on Second Mesa were returned to their home pueblo in 1748 (Bloom 1931:159-160). These people were known in their home community as the “Moquinos,” marking their flight to Hopi (Moqui) lands (Sando 2005:49). Although these migrations were temporary, they did result in the exchange of knowledge and ceremonies that persist to the present day. The Hemis Kachina among the Hopi is generally regarded to have originated with the Jemez (Dockstader 1954:13) and was likely introduced to the Hopi when a group of Jemez migrated there near the end of the Revolt era (Bloom and Mitchell 1938:108). When Jemez and Tiwa refugees were marched home by the Spaniards twenty years later, they brought with them new dances from the Hopi pueblos that are still performed today (Dutton 1936; Sando 2005:49).

MEMORY AND MEANINGS IN THE MODERN PUEBLOS

Viewing the Pueblo Revolt as an isolated incident, a failed attempt to permanently expel Europeans from the Pueblos, or a temporary setback to Spanish colonization of the Southwest ignores its enduring significance to contemporary Pueblo peoples. The
importance of these years is attested by the many oral traditions regarding the Revolt era preserved by the modern Pueblos (Preucel 2002b:7-9). Previous text-based studies have consistently maintained that memories of the Pueblo Revolt are not generally retained in Pueblo oral traditions (Kessell 1989:135; Weber 1999b:8; Roberts 2004:148). But simply because Pueblo oral traditions are not circulated as widely and openly as Spanish accounts of the Revolt does not mean they do not exist. Recent studies of memory have argued that it is often used to heal social ruptures and establish the sense of a coherent cultural whole (van Dyke and Alcock 2003:3), and that it is commonly used to mediate the persistent tensions in the individual and community dialectic (Basso 1996). Yet memory is not monolithic and conflicting versions of myth and history often coexist, usually in support of specific interests. In Pueblo society, oral traditions are often specific to particular clans, medicine societies, and even families and their telling is tightly controlled.

In our research, we have noted and recorded several oral accounts of the Revolt that are directly related to the villages we have been studying. Some of the accounts told at Cochiti today are virtually identical to those recorded by Ruth Benedict in the early twentieth century. For example, the stories of “How they came up from Frijoles,” “How they came down from the mesa,” and “The first priest at Cochiti” all contain accounts of the Revolt period that mention Kotyiti (Benedict 1931). Similarly, Sando (1982:120) recounts Jemez oral traditions regarding the reconquest battle at Astialakwa that accords with versions recorded in 1849 (Simpson 1852:22) and 1874 (Leow 1875:344). More recently, Madalena (2003) has published oral traditions of the 1694 battle that reveal details not recorded in the Spanish versions of these events (Kessell et al. 1998:324-327).
The maintenance of these oral traditions indicates that the Revolt is a vital and ongoing component of Pueblo identity.

The significance of the Revolt to the Pueblo people was most clearly demonstrated in 1980 when they commemorated its tercentennial anniversary. Their goals were to provide a focus for Pueblo people to examine their heritage and to reaffirm their beliefs and values; to further a broader understanding of Pueblo culture by promoting cultural identity, human dignity, and social viability; to draw attention to the unique issues and concerns of Pueblo communities; and to clarify issues that structure Pueblo and non-Pueblo relations (Agoyo 1980). The highlight of the event was the ceremonial run in which Pueblo people ran from Taos to Hopi re-creating the carrying of the knotted cords which signified the time remaining before the Revolt. The modern Pueblo runners carried a pouch with a buckskin cord with two knots commemorating the day when the two Tesuque youths, Catua and Omtua, were captured by the Spaniards and put to death (Hackett and Shelby 1942, 1:3-5).

More recently, the Pueblos have joined together to support a statue in honor of Po’pay that is now being displayed in the United States Capitol building. In 1997, Herman Agoyo and other Pueblo leaders petitioned the New Mexico Legislature to select Po’pay as the subject of the state’s second statue in the National Statuary Hall Collection. The legislature agreed and created the New Mexico Statuary Hall Commission to raise the necessary funds. In 1999, Cliff Fragua of Jemez Pueblo was awarded the commission to sculpt the statue. The statue was unveiled in the rotunda on September 23, 2005 (Sando and Agoyo 2005; Figure 5).
CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies have noted some of the more immediate effects of the Pueblo Revolt in the new rapprochement that tacitly emerged between the Pueblos and Spaniards in the eighteenth century. No longer were Pueblo people subjected to the exploitive practices of *encomienda* and *repartimiento* (Anderson 1985). Franciscan missionaries became more accommodating of Pueblo religion as well, and less inclined to demand strict allegiance to Christianity (Norris 2000). But Spanish colonial policies were not the only institutions transformed as a result of the Revolt. Archaeological evidence suggests that the wake of the Revolt witnessed significant changes in Pueblo cultural and social formations as well. Indeed, the transformations that occurred in the Pueblo world between the Revolt and the Spanish reconquest continue to resound down to the present day.

As we have attempted to demonstrate, the incorporation of archaeological data and Pueblo oral histories alongside textual evidence can help to develop new understandings of the Pueblo Revolt and its aftermath. This crucial period had considerable effects on the constitution of Pueblo culture and society in both the short and long terms. Following the Revolt, the social practices of cultural revitalization and ethnogenesis that occurred among the Jemez and Keres Pueblos resulted in profound changes that shaped architecture, ceramic production and trade, and Pueblo identities into the eighteenth century. This period also witnessed the last large-scale shift in settlement in the long history of Pueblo migration, forging new alliances among the Pueblos and giving shape to contemporary Pueblo cultures. Thus the Pueblo Revolt era forms a crucial bridge between the Contact period and the modern Pueblo world. This has
implications for archeological studies of pre-Hispanic Pueblos as well, as analogies with modern Pueblos depend on an accurate understanding of the changes that occurred during the seventeenth century—something we are only just beginning to develop.
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1 The evidence for the west kiva at Patokwa and the south kiva at Boletsakwa is equivocal. While there are visible depressions in these locations on the surface, masonry walls are not presently discernible. Previous investigations at Patokwa by Reginald Fischer in the 1930s concluded that there was a kiva in the west plaza, as evidenced by his map of the site on file at the Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe; similarly, Elliott (2002:53) identifies two kivas at Boletsakwa.